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QUESTION 1

After resetting the QSECQER DST/SST password to the default value1 the password is expired and the administrator is
unable to change it from the operating system due to security restrictions. How can the password be changed with the
least interruption to other users and jobs on the system? 

A. IPL the partition in manual mode, change the QSECOFR DST/SST password. 

B. Issue a control panel function 21 to activate DST and change the password there. 

C. Issue the command CHGDSTPWD again, but also special password expiration override. 

D. Use the serial interface and ASMI Admin profile to enable the QSECOFR profile for DST/SST. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which command will save the access paths for Iwo physical files (PFLE1, PFILE2) when both the physical and
dependent logical file (LFILE) reside in the same library? 

A. SAV OBJ(LFILE) PATH(*YES) 

B. SAVOBJ OBJ(LFILE) ACCPTH(*YES) 

C. SAVOBJ OBJ(PFILE1 PFILE2) ACCPTH(*YES) 

D. SAVACCPATH FILE(PFILE1 PFILE2) ACCPATH(*YES) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

According to IBM recommendations, which parameter setting should be applied when a new GROUP profile is created? 

A. Password parameter set to *NONE 

B. Group ID number parameter set to U 

C. User Class parameter set to *GROUP 

D. Initial Program to call parameter set to *NONE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Using a disaster recovery facility, an administrator has just completed the successful recovery test of a production IBM i
7.1 LPAR with only *SYSBAS. Before leaving the facility, the administrator needs to prepare the partition for the next
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recovery test. 

Which action will support this requirement? 

A. On the recovery partition command line: PWRDWNSYS OPTION(*IMMED) RESTART(*INZ) ENDSBSOPT
(*NOJOBLOG) 

B. On the recovery LPAR: start dedicated service tools (STRDST). On the main menu select the option to work with disk
data, then select the option to initialize the system. 

C. On the recovery LPAR: initiate a "D Manual" IPL with the IBM i 7.1 I_Base DVD loaded. When prompted, select the
option to "Install Licensed Internal Code and Initialize System". 

D. Press and hold the power button on the front of the CEC. After approximately 10 seconds, from the menu displayed
on the console, select the option to "Install Licensed Internal Code and Initialize System". 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A POWER7 customer using disk adapters with RAID-5 and hot spare has noticed sudden and significant performance
problems with an LPAR. WRKDSKSTS followed by Fl 1 shows the disk units as "DEGRADED". The customer has 

attempted to check the RAID card battery in Service Tools but it is not listed. 

What is the cause of the degraded status? 

A. One of the power supplies in the disk drawer has failed. 

B. The cache battery is in the 90-day replacement warning state. 

C. The pairing of the RAID cards is broken, so the RAID cache is not in use. 

D. The hot spare has taken over for a failed drive and is awaiting replacement. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

A disaster recovery test is being performed, using backups from a production system. The backup process is as
follows: 

Full system save, using GO SAVE Option 21, for weekly backup SAVCHGOBJ LIB(*ALL) is used for daily library
backup, in addition to DLO and IFS saves The disaster recovery test is at the point where libraries are ready to be
restored 

Which pair of actions will restore the libraries to the most recent save point, in the minimum amount of time? 

A. Use RSTLIB(*NONSYS) to restore all libraries and object from the SAVE 21 weekly save. For each daily tape, run a
RSTLIB for each library saved by SAVCHGOBJ. 

B. Use RSTLIB(*NONSYS) to restore all libraries and object from the SAVE 21 weekly save. Then run a RSTOBJ for
each library saved by SAVCHGOBJ on the most recent daily tape. 
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C. Run RSTOBJ for each library saved by SAVCHGOBJ on the most recent daily tape.Then run RSTLIB (*NONSYS)
OPTION(*NEW) to restore the remaining libraries and objects from the SAVE 21 weekly save. 

D. For each daily tape, run RSTOBJ for each library saved by SAVCHGOBJ on the daily tapes.Then run
RSTOBJ(*NONSYS) OPTION(*NEW) to restore the remaining libraries and objects from the SAVE 21 weekly save. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

After installation of Licensed internal code (LIC) and the base operating system, the administrator IPLs with "B Normal".
After the IPL completes, the administrator received the following message when attempting to complete the installation: 

CPF3D8F: Cannot install library QGPL. 

What is wrong and what must the administrator do to continue the installation? 

A. Subsystems other than the controlling subsystem are running.End all subsystems and start installing the licensed
programs again. 

B. The IPL partition settings were not correct.Change the settings to "A Manual", IPL the system again, then start
installing the licensed programs. 

C. The IPL should not have been run until the installation of licensed programs was successfully completed. Start the
process again from the beginning. 

D. The option to install the library QGPL was skipped during installation of the base operating system. Run the
installation process again, install the QGPL library, and then continue the installation. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

A customer determines that run time of a weekly reporting job has begun to increase rapidly over the past several
months. Examination of the file shows only normal size growth of less than 1%. 

The entire file is read sequentially by key and is heavily I/O blocked for performance. 

What should the administrator do to reduce run-time for the reporting job? 

A. Override the file to SEQONLY(*YES). 

B. Reorganize the file to remove deleted records. 

C. Reorganize the rile in the sequence of the key field. 

D. Increase the job\\'s time slice and enable expert cache in the memory pool in which the job runs. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9
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An administrator is working with users to enable them to control printers in their various departments. The required
security must enable only control of the departmental printers to users in that department, as well as restricting others
from 

using them. 

What should the administrator do for each department to support these requirements? 

A. Change the output queue "authority to check" parameter to *DTAAUT.Change the *PUBLIC authority for the output
queues and devices to *EXCLUDEGrant each user *CHANGE authority to each device description and output queue. 

B. Create a group profile to own the output queue and device decryption.Change the ownership of the output queue and
device description to the new profile.Make the users members of the group profile.Grant the group profile *SPLCTL
special authority. 

C. Create a group profile to own the output queue and device decryption.Change the ownership of the output queue and
device description to the new profile.Make the users members of the group profile.Grant the group profile *JOBCTL
special authority. 

D. Create an authorization list for the departments printers.Assign the output queues and device descriptions to the
authorization list.Change the output queue "authority to check" parameter to *DTAAUT.Change the *PUBLIC authority
to *EXCLUDE.Add each user to the authorization list with *CHANGE authority. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

An administrator has been asked to create user profiles for4 operators. 

In addition to adding each operator\\'s user profile to the GRPOPR group, which sequence of actions will enable the
operators to perform their functions, while maintaining the best possible system security? 

A. Create a user profile (GRPOPR) with a user class of *SYSOPR Create a profile for each operator with no special
authority 

B. Create a user profile (GRPOPR) with no special authority Create a profile for each operator with *SAVSYS special
authority 

C. Create a user profile (GRPOPR) with *IOSYSCFG special authority Create a profile for each operator with no special
authority\\' 

D. Create a user profile (GRPOPR) with *SECADM special authority\\' and a user class of *SYSOPR Create a profile for
each operator with no special authority\\' 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

In the Work With Shared Pools panel shown, what is the meaning of the "Maximum" column under the "Size" section? 
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A. The maximum amount of main storage that can be assigned to the pool in GB. 

B. The maximum percentage of the total main storage that can be assigned to the pool. 

C. The maximum amount of main storage that the automatic tuner will assign to the pool in GB. 

D. The maximum percentage of the total main storage that the automatic tuner will assign to the pool 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

An administrator is setting up a new Power 720 server with LAN Console for the first time. The connection will use a
dual port Ethernet card located in a PCIe card slot. 

After the Operations Console software is installed, the PC is cabled to the server and TCP/IP connections are
configured, the server is powered on. 

What must the administrator do to complete the LAN Console configuration process? 

A. IPL the system to B Manual mode and configure the console device. 

B. Move the console and server network cables to the primary network. 

C. IPL the system in normal mode, start DST and sign in with 1111111. 

D. Set the console adapter location using the control panel functions. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 13

An administrator needs to upgrade their Flexible Service Processor\\'s (FSP) firmware for an HMC managed Power 720.
They are currently running AL730_085. The latest corrective service on Fix Central is AL730_1 12_092. 

Which statement is correct regarding the installation of this corrective service package? 

A. Since this is an HMC managed FSP, the installation of the corrective service will be concurrent. 

B. Since the FSP will remain at the same 730 code stream level the installation of the corrective service will be
concurrent. 

C. Since the 092 is greater than the currently running 085 fix pack level, the installation of the corrective service will be
disruptive. 

D. Since the 112 is greater than the currently running 085 fix pack level, the installation of the corrective service will be
disruptive. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Which URL will connect remotely to the HMC with a host name of HMC for partition management? 

A. http://hmc1 

B. https://hmc1 

C. http://hmc1:2001 

D. https://hmc1:2300 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Which journaling capability was added in IBM i 7.1? 

A. End journaling can be done while a journaled file is in use. 

B. Journals larger than 1TB can have remote journals attached to them while in use. 

C. Remote journals are automatically compared and verified during suspend and resume operations. 

D. When starting journaling of the physical file, all logical files will automatically have their access paths set for SQL
optimization. 

Correct Answer: A 
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